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Further information:

KOFF Cordula Reimann

KOFF-newsletter:

focus from

march 2005: „A different

account of the tsunami:

the gender dimensions of

natural disasters and

humanitarian aid“

KOFF-website on

„Gender & Peacebuilding“

KOFF-website on

„Gender & Disaster Relief“

KOFF-website

on Sri Lanka

Roundtable on gender-specific dimensions of tsunami and
humanitarian aid in eastern Sri Lanka
The first joint KOFF „Sri Lanka and Gender Roundtable“ took place in early March
with Kathrin Thurnheer from the Institute of Social Anthropology, University of
Bern, as guest speaker. She described the situation in Batticaloa through con-
flict- and gender-sensitive lenses, discussing the immediate aftermath of the
tsunami, the period of living in camps and shelters, and perspectives for the
future. With respect conflict sensitivity, Thurnheer discussed the impact of the
massive influx of „helpers“ on the conflict dynamics as a chance for peace in
the immediate aftermath of the tsunami. She analyzed the politicization of aid in
the period of reconstruction and the unequal flow of resources in the south and
northeast.

As far as gender perspective is concerned, Thurnheer noted that mortality rates
due to the tsunami are higher for women and children than for men, and pointed
to various incidents of gender-specific violence in the first hours after the floo-
ding. She analyzed the different ways of coping for men and women in the
reconstruction phase. Whereas men tended to want to return to their place of
origin,  women were too afraid to return. Regarding re-marriage, widowers re-
married very soon, while widows remain socially stigmatized, as they were
before the tsunami, and find it very difficult to remarry. Furthermore many men
have become addicted to alcohol (even before the tsunami) and women and
children have been increasingly exposed to domestic violence and sexual abuse
in and outside the camps. Thurnheer stressed that not enough international aid
has been  invested to foster and strengthen supportive family relationships. Looking
ahead she expressed concern about the extent to which humanitarian aid, which
has rarely been gender- or conflict-sensitive, may have already strengthened
existing power structures.

In the second part of the Roundtable the debate concentrated on gender-specific
traumas, the needs of traumatized men, the Western idea of counseling, the
dramatization of human suffering by the media, the recent deterioration in the
political situation in the East, and why aid has rarely been provided in a conflict-
and gender-sensitive way. The next regular KOFF Gender Roundtable (27/04/06)
will discuss the broader issue of „dealing with the past“ and focus on gender-
specific hurdles in the access to justice. 07.03.06

Roundtable on the new situation in Palestine
What impact is the election victory of Hamas having on Swiss development
cooperation and peacebuilding activities in Palestine and Israel? This was the
main topic of a KOFF Roundtable attended by 22 representatives from both non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) and State agencies.

In the first part of the meeting participants assessed different viewpoints regar-
ding Hamas and its political agenda. The discussion made it clear that Hamas’
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KOFF-website on and

swiss actors in

 Israel/Palestine

mailto:reimann@swisspeace.ch
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/archiv_info.asp?article=666
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_gender.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_gender_DisasterRelief.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/c_srilanka.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/c_middleeast.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/uploads/koff/countries/IsrPalCH_activities.pdf
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policies and attitude have always been determined by concrete needs and inte-
rests. As a result, the movement has on a number of occasions shown a consi-
derable degree of pragmatism despite the radical nature of its ideology. Some
participants expressed the view that this pragmatic side could be strengthened
if the international community were to involve Hamas in a process of dialogue
rather than subjecting it to a boycott.

In the second half of the Roundtable, the discussion centered on the conse-
quences of the new political situation for the engagement of Swiss actors. Since
the Swiss agencies hardly finance any projects of the Palestinian Authorities but
instead support multilateral and civil society programs, the institutions present
did not expect any major impact on their strategies or programs.  Some of them
are nonetheless planning to make a thorough re-evaluation of the situation. A
feminist NGO asked a number of questions with regard to possible changes in
the institutional, societal and legal situation and the consequences these might
have on women’s rights. Finally, it was pointed out that, in view of the election
result, it would be wise for foreign donor organizations to look again at the
question of how representative and relevant their NGO partners are in the con-
text of Palestinian society today. 08.03.06

Information exchange on the East African Lakes Region
A meeting to exchange views on the Great African Lakes Region which KOFF
organized in March was attended by more than 30 representatives of non-go-
vernmental organizations (NGOs) as well as from Political Affairs Division IV (PD
IV) of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs, and the Swiss Agency for Deve-
lopment and Cooperation (SDC). PD IV is planning a new peace-building program
for this region. The idea behind the meeting therefore was to review the existing
peace-building activities of Swiss actors in Burundi, Rwanda and the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, and to consider the possibilities for cooperation and the
development of synergies between Swiss actors.

The new PD IV program is still at the planning stage. It will focus mainly on
Burundi,and commitments at the level of Tracks I and II. PD IV plans to closely
coordinate its activities in this area with the SDC, and to send a „Peacebuilding
Adviser“ to Burundi and/or Kenya.

The meeting was a real eye-opener as to the commitment of the NGOs present,
the incredibly wide range of their activities, and their many years of experience
in a region where they now have extensive contacts. Although further in-depth
analysis will be required to pinpoint possible areas in which cooperation could
be fruitful and strategies could complement one another, the discussion revealed
a number of possible approaches including in such areas as reconciliation, dea-
ling with the past, and working with the media. 07.03.06

Further information:

KOFF Anita Müller

As the Chatham House

Rule was applied at

the session, there are

no references to specific

organizations and

speakers in this article.
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Further information:

KOFF Anita Müller

mailto:anita.mueller@swisspeace.ch
http://www.chathamhouse.org.uk/index.php?id=14
http://www.chathamhouse.org.uk/index.php?id=14
http://www.deza.admin.ch/index.php?langID=1&userhash=2cbd4b5339962e41030162d4e9be0d2f
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/e/home/foreign/humsec.html
http://www.swisspeace.org/fast/countries.htm
http://www.grandslacs.net/home.html
http://www.grandslacs.net/home.html
http://www.grandslacs.net/home.html
mailto:anita.mueller@swisspeace.ch
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/46/SwissActorsGLRegion.pdf


Mediation and Facilitation as Tools
in Conflict Transformation: A Mexican Case Study
On March 9, a joint KOFF and Mediation Support Project (MSP) roundtable took
place at swisspeace, featuring Dolores Gonzáles, Research Coordinator of SERA-
PAZ, a non-governmental organization based in Mexico City, as the guest spea-
ker. In her remarks, Ms. Gonzáles focused on the history of the conflict in Chiapas
and on the role which SERAPAZ under the leadership of Don Samuel Ruiz, then
Bishop of the Diocese San Cristobal de las Casas, played as a mediator in facili-
tating the negotiations between the Mexican government and the EZLN (Ejército
Zapatista de Liberación Nacional). Despite initial agreements, the conflict re-
mains unresolved and is currently at an impasse. Yet, a number of important
lessons can be drawn from the experience, including the need to address root
causes and to involve civil society actors in the negotiation process. Other les-
sons concern the need for capacity-building due to the general lack of a negoti-
ation culture in Mexico and the necessity to create spaces for dialogue among
different social actors. SERAPAZ has now developed a number of programs in
this field (peace education, conflict database) and has been called upon to act as
a mediator in different regional conflicts in the country.

As the roundtable was attended by both regional experts and professionals in
the field of mediation, the ensuing discussion covered a broad range of topics,
including the current situation in Chiapas, the use of different mediation techni-
ques to address different types of conflict (e.g. social or resource conflicts), the
role of religious leaders as mediators, how to deal with paramilitary groups.
Other questions concerned the educational programs of SERAPAZ and its invol-
vement in existing peace networks in Latin America. 09.03.06

Meetings on gender research, gender & security
At the beginning of March the Peace and Conflict Research Group (AFK) and
Peace Research Workplace (PRIUB) invited members of the research community
to Berlin to exchange views on the status of peace and conflict related gender
research. KOFF was among the participants. It was clear from the discussions
that we need to learn more about both best and worst practices in relation to
gender-sensitive peace-building efforts. Equally clear was the need for research
on the subject of women’s networking and its potential at various levels or
„tracks“ of peace-building activities. The discussion then moved on to gender
stereotypes, together with deeply rooted socio-cultural traditions and myths, and
the role these play in the escalation of violence.

Also at the beginning of March,  KOFF – swisspeace attended a Global Monito-
ring for Security and Stability (GMOSS) Network of Excellence conference on
„Gender & Security“ in Belgirate, Italy. Also in attendance were academics from
the areas of gender and human security, experts from the British development
organization Oxfam as well as from the Commonwealth Secretariat and various
UN agencies. The discussion focused on the question of how to make best use of
GMOSS gender expertise in early warning and monitoring activities. 08.03.06
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Further information:
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MSP
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Further information:

KOFF Jonathan Sisson

KOFF-website

on „Gender &

Peacebuilding“

Peace and Conflict

Research Group (AFK)

Peace Research

Information Unit

Bonn (PRIUB)

GMOSS

mailto:reimann@swisspeace.ch
http://www.swisspeace.org/mediation/mediation.htm
http://www.serapaz.org.mx/
mailto:jonathan.sisson@swisspeace.ch
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_gender.htm
http://www.afk-web.de/html/gender-workshops.html
http://www.priub.org/index_en.html
http://gmoss.jrc.it/index.asp?page=centrale
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DFA 

Helvetas

ACSF

Forum Schlossplatz Aarau

 L inksL inksL inksL inksL inks Swiss peace-building efforts in Afghanistan
Forum Schlossplatz Aarau is hosting an exhibition of photos by Jean-Jacques
Ruchti „Ist Frieden lernbar?“ (can peace be learned?) until mid-May, accompa-
nied by a program devoted to peace policy organized by swisspeace. A panel
discussion which took place in March reviewed some of the many different
aspects of Swiss peace-building efforts in Afghanistan. Peter Müller, Secretary-
General of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs, spoke of Switzerland’s con-
tribution to anti-poverty efforts, constitutional reform, and in support of the civil
society participation process. Switzerland is prepared to spend a further SFr 100
million or so to fund commitments in Afghanistan over the next five years.

Kaspar Grossenbacher of the Swiss Association for International Cooperation
Helvetas discussed the challenges facing aid organizations when planning new
country development programs. Difficulties in dealing with the past disfigured by
war, conflicts over resources and other potential sources of tension mean that
Helvetas has to be careful with all aspects of planning right from the start. „Do
no Harm“ is the golden rule in this context, as unless each single step is carefully
thought out in all possible ramifications the consequences can be far-reaching.
Susanne Schmeidl, who swisspeace put in charge of the Afghan Civil Society
Forum (ACSF) where she has served for four years, spoke of the importance of
involving civil society actors in all discussions about  Afghanistan’s future.

All participants agreed that many more years will be needed for reconstruction in
Afghanistan. But they also agreed that there have been some modest succes-
ses, including the development of a core of State structures, the growing partici-
pation of various society groups in the political process and the international
community’s willingness to continue supporting Afghanistan. 23.03.06

NCCR North-South holds three workshops in Ethiopia
The Workpackage 1 (WP1) „Governance and Conflict“ of the National Centre of
Competence in Research „North-South“ (NCCR N-S) conducted three workshops
in Ethiopia in January-March 2006. The Joint Area of Case Studies (JACS) Horn of
Africa office of the NCCR North-South program organized a workshop in Bahar
Dar. Participants from Ethiopia, Sudan, Switzerland and Togo discussed the re-
search conducted in the Horn of Africa in the first phase of the NCCR North-South
program (2001-2005). NCCR North-South and the swisspeace human security
research unit HUSEC organized a 3-day workshop in Addis Ababa, entitled „In
Search of Human Security for Africa“. This attracted representatives from NGOs
and research institutions from Ethiopia, Sudan, Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa.
Thirty participants from Ethiopia, Egypt and Sudan met in Addis Ababa to ex-
change views on the shared Nile Waters. The aim of the workshop was to facili-
tate interaction between participants and thereby enhance students’ knowledge
and capacity for cooperative water development in the Eastern Nile
Basin. The workshop had an explicit gender dimension.

Furthermore WP1 published an „Ethiopian Series“ and an annotated bibliogra-
phy on conflict sensitive research methods (see „Publications“ in this issue of
the KOFF Newsletter). 15.03.06

Further information

on the workshops

Further information:

swisspeace

Nathalie Gasser

mailto:anita.mueller@swisspeace.ch
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/e/home.html
http://www.helvetas.ch
http://www.acsf.af/englishindex.htm
http://www.forumschlossplatz.ch/
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/46/NCCR.pdf
mailto:nathalie.gasser@swisspeace.ch
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UN Human Rights Council – chronicle of a Swiss
diplomatic initiative
On March 15 2006, the UN General Assembly adopted a resolution on
the creation of a Human Rights Council to be located in Geneva. Swit-
zerland welcomes the creation of this new body, which on June 19 2006
will take over from the Human Rights Commission in Geneva. If there is
one outstanding fact about the creation of the new UN Human Rights
Council, it is the exceptional celerity with which the international com-
munity has acted. Never before in the 60 years history of the United
Nations has such an important organ seen the light of day so swiftly
and painlessly.

March 2003: address of the Head of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs
(DFA), Micheline Calmy-Rey, to the 59th session of the Human Rights Commissi-
on, in which she speaks of the urgent need to reform the Commission.

Spring 2003: the DFA mandates Professor Walter Kälin of the Institute of Public
Law of the University of Bern to investigate the possibility of reforming the Com-
mission, which he does in a study entitled „Reform of the UN Commission on
Human Rights“, where the idea of creating a new Human Rights Council ap-
pears for the first time.

March 2004: Calmy-Rey addresses the 60th session of the Human Rights Com-
mission and puts forward some ideas for the creation of a Human Rights Coun-
cil.

August 2004: Professor Walter Kälin is again mandated by the DFA, and pre-
sents a second study, „Towards a Human Rights Council: Options and Perspec-
tives“, which proposes three possible models for the creation of such a Council.

September 2004: the Kälin study is submitted by Calmy-Rey to the Secretary-
General of the UN and the High Level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change.

November 2004: creation within the DFA of a Human Rights Council Task Force.
It operates as a work base, a strategic „think tank“ and a coordination platform
between the DFA head office and the various Swiss missions abroad, in particu-
lar the Permanent Missions of New York, Geneva and Brussels.

December 1 2004: publication of the report of the High Level Panel, which
sees the creation of a Human Rights Council as a long term option.

March 21 2005: presentation of the report of the UN Secretary-General concer-
ning his project to reform the United Nations. This report endorses the idea of
replacing the Commission by a Human Rights Council.

May 2 and June 7 2005: Switzerland hosts two seminars in Lausanne to
discuss the creation of a Human Rights Council with all interested States.

September 14-16 2005:     the World Summit 2005 (M+5) held at the UN head-
quarters in New York ends with the adoption of an outcome     document in which
the Heads of State and Government ask the President of the General Assembly
to organize open and transparent negotiations, to determine the mandate and
the organizational methods of the Human Rights Council.

Focus
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Further information:

DFA Gilles Roduit

October 3 2005: Switzerland offers the services of Rachel Groux, Swiss hu-
man rights expert, to the President of the General Assembly, Jan Eliasson.
Rachel Groux is able to provide input for the negotiation strategy adopted by
the President of the General Assembly.

October 11 2005: the President of the 60th session of the General Assembly
appoints the permanent representatives of Panama and South Africa as Co-
Presidents to speed up the negotiations and at the same time presents his full
working program for the reforms. This marks the beginning of a period of inten-
se negotiations.

November 3 2005:     the President of the General Assembly presents a docu-
ment with „ways and means“ options for the future Human Rights Council, on
the basis of proposals put forward by the States.

November 24-26 2005: Switzerland organizes a two-day seminar in Geneva
for all French-speaking States. The aim is to make the delegations aware of the
importance of „International Geneva“ and to discuss other points of substance.
One of the participants in the seminar is the Personal Advisor to the President of
the General Assembly, Mr. Parfait Onanga-Anyanga.

December 23 2005:     approval of the 2006-2007 budget of the UN in New
York. The request of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Mrs. Louise
Arbour, for an increase in human resources (91 new posts) as well as for extra
funding (an additional USD 86m), is accepted. The Swiss delegation in New
York was particularly active in the GA Budget Committee in support of this
objective.

End of 2005 - January 2006:     the deadline proposed by the President of the
General Assembly for the ending of the negotiations is missed. The delegations
with the most extreme negotiating positions are not yet ready to make conces-
sions, and no solution having been found. On January 11, the debate. A great
many new differences of opinion emerge

February 1 2006:     the two Co-Presidents put forward a new text suggesting
compromise on a number of questions that have remained open. Thanks to
much work behind the scenes and a constructive proposal put forward by Swit-
zerland and several other countries that are ready to be flexible, the text is
fairly well received although certain differences remain.

February 6 2006: considering the time to be ripe at last, the President of the
General Assembly takes personal charge of the negotiating process and begins
informal bilateral consultations with the various delegations so as to be able to
put forward a text based on consensus before the end of the month.

February 23 2006: President Jan Eliasson presents his draft resolution to the
General Assembly, meeting in plenary session. The Head of the Swiss Mission
in New York begins intensive lobbying to facilitate the adoption of the text.

March 15 2006: the UN General Assembly adopts the resolution for the crea-
tion of a Human Rights Council, with its head office in Geneva.

mailto:gilles.roduit@eda.admin.ch
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News from Swiss NGOs

CIMERA Conference in Georgia about education in
multilingual societies
On March 2, CIMERA held a conference on „Language Policies and Education in
Multilingual Societies“ in Tbilisi, Georgia, to discuss the challenges facing Geor-
gia in this area. Presentations focused on language education reform in Georgia,
case studies from multilingual countries such as the Spanish Basque region and
the conceptual aspects of multilingual education.

The conference is part of CIMERA’s endeavour to address the conflict potential
inherent to the current language policy in Georgia by organizing a series of poli-
tical dialogues between the central government and ethnic minorities. The initia-
tive is financed by the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign Affairs and the OSCE
/ High Commissioner on National Minorities. Through its current language educa-
tion reform Georgia is actively pursuing a policy designed to strengthen the weight
of the Georgian language in all spheres. Ethno-linguistic minorities generally have
a very poor command of the State language. This is due in part to the fact that
the school system allows minority languages to serve as the medium of instruc-
tion. The neglect of Georgian is also due to political factors however, since ethnic
minorities tend to see language education reform as an attempt to assimilate
them culturally.

To address this situation, CIMERA is launching a new pilot project introducing
multilingual education in primary schools in two regions of Georgia densely inha-
bited by ethnic minorities (Samtskhe-Javakheti and Kvemo Kartli). Multilingual
education means allowing two or more languages to be used in schools. The
objective is two-fold: to improve general mastery of the State language in an
effort to help linguistic minorities to benefit from equal opportunities and, at the
same time, to ensure the continued use of other „mother tongues“ and the
maintenance of ethnic and cultural identities. CIMERA’s new „Multilingual Edu-
cation in Georgia Project“ is financed by Swedish Development (SIDA) through
the OSCE High Commissioner on National Minorities. 02.03.06

First assessment of the SCI Schweiz Diaspora Internship
Project Sri Lanka
One year ago Service Civil International Switzerland (SCI Schweiz) launched the
Diaspora Internship Project Sri Lanka (DIP) and sent seven second-generation
Tamil migrants (three men and four women) to Sri Lanka to benefit from several
months of first-hand experience. This enabled them to deepen their knowledge
about the situation in their parents’ homeland and to develop more nuanced
views of the conflict. A recent debriefing session of the participants after their
return to Switzerland enabled SCI Schweiz to make an initial assessment and to
conclude that the volunteers learned a great deal from the visit. The support in
Sri Lanka could have been better, however, and there is also room for improve-

The Conference

Proceedings will be

available from CIMERA

in June 2006.

Conference Program

Study:

„Language Policy in

Georgia“

European Charter for

Regional or Minority

Languages of the Council

of Europe

The Hague Recommen-

dations regarding the

Education Rights of

National Minorities

SCI Switzerland

DIP
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Further information:

CIMERA

Carine Bachmann

www.cimera.org/Tbilisi.Conference.Agenda.doc
http://www.cimera.org/en/projects/Policy_paper_final.doc
http://www.cimera.org/en/projects/Policy_paper_final.doc
http://conventions.coe.int/treaty/en/Treaties/Html/148.htm
http://conventions.coe.int/treaty/en/Treaties/Html/148.htm
http://conventions.coe.int/treaty/en/Treaties/Html/148.htm
www.osce.org/documents/hcnm/1996/10/2700_en.pdf
www.osce.org/documents/hcnm/1996/10/2700_en.pdf
www.osce.org/documents/hcnm/1996/10/2700_en.pdf
http://www.scich.org/index.htm
http://www.scich.org/sri-lanka/
mailto:carine.bachmann@cimera.org


ment in the preparations for such visits. Moreover, it is now clear that Tamil
migrants need more supportive framework conditions than do volunteers in the
other SCI program areas.

The paramount objective of the DIP is at the level of peace policy: participants
are expected to return with a more nuanced understanding of the conflict and of
the possibilities for non-violent solutions, which they can pass on to the diaspo-
ra. The project has already achieved much. Tamil migrants seem more disposed
to accept dialogue and their arguments are now more solidly grounded and
more judicious. Further success depends mainly on what happens to the peace
process in Sri Lanka. If the war propaganda intensifies, as in the period between
November ’05 and January ‘06, it will be that much more difficult to develop
counter-arguments in favor of peace in the diaspora. However, the return of the
conflict parties to the negotiating table in Geneva should also revive hopes for
peace in the diaspora. The conditions would then be favorable for recruiting a
second DIP group for Sri Lanka.

Current SCI summer program and a new websiteCurrent SCI summer program and a new websiteCurrent SCI summer program and a new websiteCurrent SCI summer program and a new websiteCurrent SCI summer program and a new website

The upcoming summer program can be accessed on the new SCI Switzerland
website. In Sarajevo, international volunteers used graffiti as a novel way of
promoting peace and freedom of speech. In Tajikistan, two programs are on
offer to promote exchanges between indigenous youth and international vo-
lunteers. In Serbia, volunteers have been deployed in Nis and also in Bajina
Basta.
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Commitment to women’s rights – symposium of Swiss
Catholic Lenten Fund and Bread for all
Development cooperation can be an effective instrument of gender equality,
insofar as it puts emphasis on women’s rights. This is the conclusion reached by
over 150 participants attending a symposium in Bern opening the ecumenical
campaign of the year 2006, organized by the Swiss Catholic Lenten Fund and
Bread for all.

At the center of the current human rights debate are the rights to which the
citizens of a State are entitled. Can such an approach  to the human rights
question really lead to gender equality worldwide? This question was answered
in various ways at the symposium. In the view of sociologist Saskia Sassen, the
globalization of financial and economic centers has at the same time given birth
to new social movements. By networking these can play a central role in the
creation of a social order based on greater fairness for all. Speakers from the
South were somewhat skeptical, particularly with regard to the position of women.
Despite all the national laws and international conventions, women’s rights are
consistently being trod upon. The main reason is to be found in patriarchal cultu-
ral patterns.

The symposium also discussed strategies for a gender-sensitive human rights
policy. Particular attention was given to the Convention on the Elimination of All

L inksL inksL inksL inksL inks

Swiss Catholic Lenten

Fund and Bread for all

campaign

A detailed report on the

Symposium can be

found in „Zeitschrift

eins – Entwicklungs-

politik“, Nr. 6/06

(specimen and

subscription:

ursjaeggi@bluewin.ch)

The speeches can be

downloaded

Further information:

SCI Martin Leschhorn

http://www.bfa-ppp.ch/kampagne/kampagne.php?subnavi=2006&id=257
mailto:ursjaeggi@bluewin.ch
http://www.aktion2006.ch/entwicklungspolitik
mailto:info@scich.org
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New SDC human rights policy
The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) introduced a new
human rights policy at the end of February. The new policy strengthens the link
between human rights promotion and protection and development cooperation
in its efforts to combat poverty.

The change reflects both international developments and the increase over the
past eight years in the SDC’s commitment to the promotion of human rights,
democracy and the rule of law. Under the new policy, the SDC will do more to
defend the rights of the poorest. It will also provide greater support to active
citizens and the State authorities in partner countries in the efforts to achieve
greater respect for human rights. The SDC views the following as particularly
important: equal rights for men and women; non-discrimination and more active
involvement of the poorest, marginalized groups as well as ethnic, linguistic and
other minorities; the protection of children; access to clean drinking water, work,
food, schooling, health care, and the right to a political voice. The SDC’s new
human rights policy is now much closer to that of the United Nations.

1.03.06

„SDC’s Human Rights

Policy: Towards a Life

in Dignity. Realising

rights for poor people“

SDC website on

„Human rights and

Development

Cooperation“

Interview on the human

rights policy (in

German) with SDC

Director Walter Fust

News from Swiss Government Agencies

Further information:

Bread for all Beat Dietschy

Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). Many feel that by taking the
special needs of women into account the Convention’s provisions are comple-
mentary to general UN human rights conventions. In the view of Erika Schläppi,
Bernese expert in international law, the convention does much to advance the
cause of gender equality, since it obliges the 180 Contracting States to report on
their efforts to achieve gender equality. All present at the symposium agreed
that instruments like this women’s rights convention are only helpful when they
are actually  implemented. 08.03.06

New HEKS Migration Office
The Humanitarian Service of the Swiss Protestant Churches (HEKS) has opened a
new Migration Office. Its task will be to anticipate developments in international
migration, as well as integration policy and activities in Switzerland, and to
provide technical support for  HEKS projects at home and abroad. HEKS will now
be more committed to a coherent national migration policy and will try to make
better use of its know-how in the areas of  prevention, the causes of migration,
integration, and the return of migrants and their reintegration. 01.03.06

L inksL inksL inksL inksL inks

Further information:

HEKS Petra Ivanov

HEKS

http://162.23.39.120/dezaweb/ressources/resource_en_25225.pdf
http://162.23.39.120/dezaweb/ressources/resource_en_25225.pdf
http://162.23.39.120/dezaweb/ressources/resource_en_25225.pdf
http://www.deza.admin.ch/index.php?navID=21871&langID=1&userhash=a0ad543dac6494b490cc07e5d69eba22
http://162.23.39.120/dezaweb/ressources/resource_de_64844.pdf
mailto:Ivanov@heks.ch
http://www.heks.ch/
mailto:dietschy@bfa-ppp.ch
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Appeal for „Rigorous Efforts to Combat Trafficking
in Human Beings“
On the occasion of International Women’s Day, women from all walks of life
including members of parliament and political representatives at the cantonal
and municipal levels, women active in civil society, in the economy, the media,
culture and the universities as well as from non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) came together for an exchange of views, at the invitation of Federal
Councilor Micheline Calmy-Rey. The meeting was also attended by a delegation
from the parliament of Kosovo. The latter also met in mid-March with Swiss
actors involved in efforts to combat trafficking in human beings.

The highlight of the meeting was an appeal to international organizations and
actors for „rigorous efforts to combat trafficking in human beings“. In making
the appeal Mrs. Calmy-Rey was joined by members of the Swiss parliament
belonging to political parties from across the board: Christine Egerszegi-Obrist
(FDP), Jacqueline Fehr (SP), Brigitta Gadient (SVP), Christa Markwalder (FDP),
Thérèse Meyer-Kaelin (CVP), Ruth-Gabi Vermot-Mangold (SP) and Rosmarie Zapfl
(CVP). They would like to see the international organizations supporting moves
that would lead to the coordination of efforts to combat trafficking in human
beings at the national and international levels, at the same time adopting inter-
national standards and „best practices“. The appeal, endorsed by many active
women, is to be forwarded with a letter from the Swiss Foreign Minister to UN
Secretary-General Kofi Annan, and will also be sent to other international organi-
zations and actors such as the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Euro-
pe and the International Organization for Migration.

Also discussed at the meeting were the activities of members of the Swiss
parliament as sponsors of women’s organizations. Some of these sponsors traveled
in the past 12 months to Bosnia Herzegovina and to Colombia, meeting with
representatives of the „Vive Zene“ therapy center in Tuzla, and in Barrancaber-
meja with the „Organisacion Femenina Popular“. They reported on their activi-
ties and experiences in these places, and on their impressions. 08.03.06Further information:

DFA Tamara Münger

L inksL inksL inksL inksL inks

The appeal for „Rigorous

Efforts to Combat Traffi-

cking in Human Beings“

with the list of signatories

can be accessed at the

website of Micheline

Calmy-Rey. The closing

date for signatures is

April 4.

International Partner Organizations

 InfoInfoInfoInfoInfo Conciliation Resources
CR and Wilton Park’s conference report on „The engagement of armed groups
in peace processes“ will be published website of CR in April. It focuses on
learning from different experiences of engaging with armed groups, char-
ting the complex issues, and identifying the challenges to be addressed in
efforts to find durable settlements to armed conflict.

A new report from CR’s „comparative learning project“, which focuses on
sharing lessons from peace processes with partners, will be published on web-
site of CR in April. ‘Engaging armed groups in peace processes: reflections for

In this section, KOFF is

reporting on news from

nine international partner

organizations.

http://www.c-r.org/
http://www.c-r.org/
http://www.c-r.org/
http://www.calmy-rey.admin.ch
mailto:tamara.muenger@eda.admin.ch
http://www.c-r.org/accord/clp/index.shtml
http://www.c-r.org/accord/clp/partners.shtml


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this section, KOFF is

reporting on news from

nine international partner

organizations.

Berghof-Center

CDA Collaborative

Learning Projects

Conciliation Resources

European Centre for

Conflict Prevention

(ECCP)

European Peacebuil-

ding Liaison Office

(EPLO)

Gruppe Friedensent-

wicklung (FriEnt)

International Alert

Plattform Zivile

Konfliktbearbeitung

SPICE/GTZ

InfoInfoInfoInfoInfo
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 InfoInfoInfoInfoInfo
A swisspeace workshop entitled „Personal Security as a Challenge for Field
Research: Experiences and     Strategies“ is scheduled for April 12.

Peace Brigades International Switzerland has organized an introductory weekend
April 21-23 in Solothurn, dealing with the preparation of missions abroad, as
well as Swiss-based support. PBI’s Annual General Meeting takes place in
Bern on April 27. Celebrating its  25th year of existence PBI will discuss the
following question: „The San Jose de Apartado peace community, one year
after the massacre: what can be done to avoid incursions?“.

practice and policy from Colombia and the Philippines’ by Clem McCartney
draws lessons and inspiration from the successes and difficulties experienced
in both countries. It examines issues such as the challenges around under
standing the nature of armed groups, the impact of criminal activity on conflict
resolution and the prospect of armed groups’ integration into non-violent poli-
tics.

April 20-22nd CR programme associate Diana Francis and Jana Javakhishvili
will co-facilitate a ‘train the trainer’ workshop for young IDP activists in Geor-
gia, building on CR’s conflict analysis and activism work with young people
from the internally displaced communities there.

EPLO
In early 2006, EPLO published two papers, one on the need to establish a
European Peacebuilding Office and another to support the United Nations
Peacebuilding Commission.

The Conflict Prevention Partnership launched two Crisis Group reports titled
„Kosovo: The Challenge of Transition“and „Security Sector Reform in the
Congo“.

FriEnt
The latest FriEnt Newsletter discuss a number of topics, including a FriEnt round-
table on Israel/Palestine, an expert talk on Nepal and an exposé on the inte-
gration of basic educational promotion in peace development and crisis pre-
vention programs. Water supplies and conflict activities in development coope-
ration is another topic, and there is a longer discourse entitled “Security clau-
ses for sensitive areas of European development cooperation: frosty contrary
winds for parliament’s Do no Harm recommendations”.

This section gives

pointers to selected

events in Switzerland

pertaining to civil peace

building.

Events

http://www.berghof-center.org/
http://www.cdainc.com/
http://www.cdainc.com/
http://www.c-r.org/
http://www.conflict-prevention.net/
http://www.conflict-prevention.net/
http://www.eplo.org/
http://www.frient.de/
http://www.frient.de/
http://www.international-alert.org/
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/
http://www.gtz.de/de/index.htm
http://www.peacebrigades.ch
http://www.peacebrigades.ch/
http://www.eplo.org/documents/EPOPolicyPaper2006.pdf
http://www.eplo.org/documents/EPLOAdvPapUNPBC.pdf
http://www.conflictprevention.net/library/documents/europe/__the_challenge_of_transition____cpp.pdf
http://www.conflictprevention.net/library/documents/africa/ty_sector_reform_in_the_congo____cpp.pdf
http://www.conflictprevention.net/library/documents/africa/ty_sector_reform_in_the_congo____cpp.pdf
http://www.frient.de/downloads/FriEnt_Impulse_0306.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/46/workshop_announcement_12.04.06.pdf
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The first of the four KOFF training sessions scheduled for this year is due to
take place in June and July. The „Do no Harm“ training program will be held
on June 26- 27, with Wolfgang Heinrich (Church Development Service) and
Anita Müller (KOFF), followed on July 3-4 by training in peace-building dia-
logue projects, with Norbert Ropers of the Berghof Foundation for Peace Sup-
port and others.

The SDC’s Conflict Prevention and Transformation Division (COPRET), in coo-
peration with the „Institute for Mediation, Consulting, Development“
(INMEDIO), is offering a modular training course in mediation from October
2006 to April 2008.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other pointers to events

and training courses are

available through the

KOFF-Infomarket.

InfoInfoInfoInfoInfo SDC „Gender, conflict transformation and psychosocial
approach“ toolkit
There are scarcely any areas of crisis or conflict today in which the emotional
problems of victims, and the corresponding need for approaches and work me-
thods that take the psychosocial dimension into account, do not rate high among
the concerns. Less clear however is exactly what is meant by „psychosocial“.
The „Gender, conflict transformation and the psychosocial approach“ toolkit
developed by the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) takes
this key dimension duly into account. Consisting of brief theoretical introductions,
explanations of the underlying concepts, concrete tips on procedures, and cases
studies the toolkit will make the user keen to integrate psychosocial aspects in
current and future projects.

Conducting Field Research in Contexts of Violent Conflict:
An Annotated Bibliography
The Workpackage 1 (WP1) „Governance and Conflict“ of the National Centre of
Competence in Research „North-South“ (NCCR N-S) published an annotated
bibliography, which focuses on strategies for conducting field research in social
contexts characterized by highly polarized conflicts.

Other new publications by WP1 researchers look at various core problems in
Ethiopia’s eastern lowlands, as a semi-arid area. The region’s Somali pastoralists
are increasingly involved in disputes over land and water. Ahmed Ali Gedi ana-
lyzes conflicts between herders and farmers in Dollo Ado while Ayele Gebre-
Mariam provides a case study of land conflicts in Adadley. As a result of recur-
rent droughts, food aid has become widespread in the lowlands in the past two
decades. Cornelius Ammann reviews the spatial and temporal distribution of
food aid. Finally, Tobias Hagmann analyzes the institutional setup in this political-
ly troubled region.

To order a toolkit for a

psychosocial approach:

031 322 44 12 or

info@deza.admin.ch
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Further information and

downloads

Publications

http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/45/KOFFTrainings%202006.pdf
http://www.deza.admin.ch/index.php?navID=21328&langID=1&userhash=c26cc0fe21bad1059890b9f39443795f
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/events.asp
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/46/NCCRPublications.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/46/NCCRPublications.pdf
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Last Exit Flight

 InfoInfoInfoInfoInfo New UNHCR internet game lets young people take the
place of refugees
The new internet game „Last Exit Flight“ is an attempt by the Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner  for Refugees (UNHCR) to create a vivid pic-
ture for children and young people of what it means to have to leave your home,
flee to a foreign country, and begin all over again at the bottom. Texts and video
sequences allow the refugees to speak for themselves, and the game also gives
insights into the situation in various countries. „Last Exit Flight“ provides back-
ground information on the subject of refugees and human rights. Those who play
the game can also follow in the footsteps of UNHCR Special Ambassador Ange-
lina Jolie as she travels to visit Sudanese refugees in Chad. The website also
includes a handbook for teachers showing how the game can be used in a
variety of ways for educational purposes.

Web tip

Publ isherPubl isherPubl isherPubl isherPubl isher : Center for Peacebuilding (KOFF) / swisspeace

AddressAddressAddressAddressAddress: Sonnenbergstrasse 17, CH - 3000 Bern 7

Tel: +41 (0)31 330 12 12; Fax: +41 (0)31 330 12 13

EditingEditingEditingEditingEdit ing: Lorenz Jakob

TTTTTranslatingranslatingranslatingranslatingranslating: Eric Edgell-Grimley

Publication datesPublication datesPublication datesPublication datesPublication dates: The KOFF Newsletter appears in German, English and French on the first day of every month (except

August 1 and January 1). The newsletter is distributed electronically.

The KOFF is sponsored jointly by the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA) and the following Swiss NGOs:

• Alliance Sud • Association for the study and practice of demilitarization and non-militarisation • BAHA’I • Bethlehem
Mission Immensee • Bread for All • Brücke Le pont • Caritas Switzerland • CASIN • cfd • CIMERA • Common Cause
Switzerland • Forum for Peace Education • Geneva Call • GSoA • HEKS • Helvetas • Hirondelle Foundation • Info-Link.org
• Intercooperation • International Association for Human Values • Interteam • Media Aid • Medico International Switzerland
• mission 21  • MIVA Switzerland • Peace Brigades International • Peace Watch Switzerland • Pestalozzi Childrens’s Village
Foundation • Quaker United Nations Office • Service Civil International Switzerland • Society for Threatened Peoples
• Swissaid • Swiss Catholic Lenten Fund • Swiss League of Catholic Women • Swiss Peace Council • Swiss Red Cross • Swiss
Refugee Aid • Swiss Workers’ Relief Agency • Wartorn Societies Project (WSP) International • Women for Peace, Switzerland
• World  Vision Switzerland • Terre des Hommes Switzerland 

 

mailto:newtrim@fastwebnet.it
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/46/workshop_announcement_12.04.06.pdf
http://www.lastexitflucht.org/againstallodds/

